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Jason McCoy Gallery is pleased to present “Abendlicht” (German for Evening Light), featuring paintings, sculptures, 
photography and a video installation by a selection of female artists. In addition to works by women, whom Jason McCoy 
Gallery represents, other artists featured in the installation include Lee Krasner. 
 
SELECTION OF ART ISTS FEATURED: 
 

 Janice Gordon, Heart (Soldier Doll), 2007, Textile, 11 x 7 x 5 inches 
 
JANICE GORDON is a New York City artist who works in diverse media, including sculpture, collage, assemblage and installation, with 
an emphasis on incorporating found objects and creating many layered surfaces. 

 

 Rachel Hovnanian, Glance, 2007, Steel, glass, light panel, mirror, digital image, 28 x 28 inches, Edition of 6 

 
RACHEL HOVNANIAN explores contemporary concepts of, as well as obsessions with beauty. Working in oil and encaustic painting, 
marble, and multi-media installations, Hovnanian is inspired by society’s obsession with preserving beauty as a means to preserve youth. 
Based in New York, Hovnanian is represented by the gallery and will have her second New York solo exhibition in 
November/December 2009. 

 

 Terrell James, Paired, 2008, Oil on canvas, Diptych: 50 x 40 inches and 72 x 42 inches  
 
TERRELL JAMES believes in the immediacy of gesture. Her abstract paintings and works on paper embrace the spontaneity of impulse.  
Reminiscent of landscapes, her compositions aim to establish places, where past and present converge, and shapes, colors, contours, and 
sounds become milestones for the artist's imagination. James, who is represented by the gallery is based in Houston, TX. 
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 Li- lan,  Reflection, 2006, Oil on linen, 24 x 30 inches 
 
LI-LAN creates works that are inspired by notions of cross-cultural correspondence as it is embodied by such as letters, postcards, 
stamps, and fairy tales. Her paintings and works on paper often feature simplified architectural structures that are set against an array of 
natural, exotic, and fantastical creatures. Li-lan has exhibited extensively in the US, Taiwan and Japan. She is represented by the gallery. 

 

 Ilana Manolson, Untitled (S), 2009, Oil on Board, 50 x 40 inches 
 
ILANA MANOLSON paints momentary impressions of nature as they unfold through the various seasons. Combining realist elements 
with fields of color abstraction, she depicts her subject on the verge of change as it swings its pendulum between order and disorder. 
Manolson is based in Boston. In July 2009, she had her first New York solo exhibition with the gallery. 

 

 Adria Sartore, Isabelle B. 4, 2009, Oil on board, 12 x 13 3/4 inches 
 
ADRIA SARTORE creates portraits that are rooted in classical art and that employ classical techniques. Her works tell of the timelessness 
found in beauty and the expressiveness of individual souls. She is based in Genoa, Italy. 

 

 Annelies Štrba, NYIMA 279, 2005, Inkjet print on canvas, 43 1/3 x 65 inches, Edition of 6 
 

Annelies Štrba is considered one of the most innovative multimedia artists of her generation. Exploring the notions of time, 
history, and collective memory, she has approached a large variety of subjects, ranging from the urban landscapes of Kobe, 
Paris and New York, to intimate portraits and depictions of nature.  Based in Switzerland, Štrba creates film and still images 
that she later colors with the aid of computer programs. Through digital manipulation she evokes sense of painterliness that 
allows her to abandon naturalism and realist details in favor of complex visual textures. Štrba is represented by the gallery. 


